Motivated by interest in the geometry of high intensity events of turbulent flows, we examine spatial correlation functions of sets where turbulent events are particularly intense. These sets are defined using indicator functions on excursion and iso-value sets. Their geometric scaling properties are analyzed by examining possible power-law decay of their radial correlation function. We apply the analysis to enstrophy, dissipation, and velocity gradient invariants Q and R and their joint spatial distibutions, using data from a direct numerical simulation of isotropic turbulence at Re λ ≈ 430. While no fractal scaling is found in the inertial range using box-counting in the finite Reynolds number flow considered here, power-law scaling in the inertial range is found in the radial correlation functions. Thus a geometric characterization in terms of these sets' correlation dimension is possible. Strong dependence on the enstrophy and dissipation threshold is found, consistent with multifractal behavior. Nevertheless the lack of scaling of the box-counting analysis precludes direct quantitative comparisons with earlier work based on the multifractal formalism. Surprising trends, such as a lower correlation dimension for strong dissipation events compared to strong enstrophy events, are observed and interpreted in terms of spatial coherence of vortices in the flow. We show that sets defined by joint conditions on strain and enstrophy, and on Q and R, also display power law scaling of correlation functions, providing further characterization of the complex spatial structure of these intersection sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dissipation rate and enstrophy have been observables of great interest in turbulence research due to their dynamical significance for the evolution of the flow and their rich spatial structure and intermittent nature [1] . In a view dating back to Kolmogorov [2, 3] and Obukhov [4] the transfer of kinetic energy from large to small scales proceeds as a self similar cascade process accompanied with increasing intermittency of intense events, and these are often associated with large values of dissipation rate and enstrophy. The presence of power-laws in the velocity spectrum, velocity structure functions and moments of velocity gradients and dissipation are seen as indication of such self-similar behavior.
One of the most common ways to study the resultant intermittent behavior has been through the multifractal formalism. It has its origin in works by Kolmogorov [3] and Obukhov [4] who assumed a lognormal distribution for the dissipation rate, with alternative models proposed by Novikov & Stewart [5] , Novikov [6] [7] [8] , Mandelbrot [9] and Frisch et al [10] . The multifractal approach was formalized explicitly in Benzi et al. [11] , making connections to fractal geometry.
In such methodology, special attention is paid to the power-law scaling of high-order moments of velocity increments (structure functions) or dissipation rates. The approach then invokes a continuos distribution of fractal dimensions D(h) of spatial sets where the velocity increments across a distance r scale with a local Holder exponent h, according to |u(x + r) − u(x)| ∼ r h [11] (u(x) is a component of the fluid velocity and r is a displacement in the same direction). A description in terms of local scaling for the dissipation rate and the distribution of its local exponents α with a fractal dimension f (α) has also been used [12, 13] . The multifractal formalism as applied to turbulence has been reviewed in Refs. [1, 14, 15] . In this formalism the directly measured quantities are the various statistical moments such as |u(x + r) − u(x)| p or q r (where r is the dissipation averaged in a box of size r) while the fractal dimension functions D(h) and f (α) are determined indirectly using the Legendre transformation [1] applied to the scaling exponents of the moments. The majority of these prior data analyses were done using one-dimensional experimental surrogates for dissipation rates while only in the last decade have full three-dimensional Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) begun to approach high enough Reynolds numbers for the possible power law scaling to be discernible [16, 17] . Inspite of the significant success of the multifractal formalism to encapsulate many different phenomena observed since (e.g. multi-point correlations [18] , time correlations [19] , extended self-similarity [20] and varying viscous scales [21] ), direct determination of the fractal dimensions as a geometric characterization of the sets of high intensity events has been far less common. An early attempt to study the scale-invariance of histograms of singularities [22] and to deduce the dimension from these scalings have met with mixed success due to strong finite-size corrections and was thus limited to data at very high Reynolds numbers.
Thus, the status of power-law scaling of geometric features of strong events in turbulence remains unsettled. In the present work we seek a geometric characterization of high-intensity events in turbulence that does not rely on statistical moments of the variable but that identifies the high intensity regions directly based on thresholding of the respective variables of interest. Specifically, we ask whether power-law scaling can be identified for such geometric sets, at Reynolds numbers attainable with direct numerical simulations (DNS). In seeking such direct geometric observables and their possible power-law scaling we are also motivated by other fields. For instance, the scaling analysis of geometrical properties of excursion sets has been applied for random sets in probability theory and the theory of random fields [23] , and also have been used for analysis of matter distributions in cosmology [24] [25] [26] .
In this study we employ a direct way to study regions of varying intensity of enstrophy and dissipation rate: Instead of computing moments of the observable (or box-averaged observable) itself, we first define a geometric set as the set of points where the variables exceed a threshold (or fall into a range of values). We use the indicator function that takes on a value of 1 inside the set of interest and zero outside. Such geometric sets form convoluted clusters of complicated shapes. For example, high-intensity regions of vorticity are known to be arranged into elongated (worm-like) structures, representing vortices [27, 28] . Nominally each one of these structures would be characterized by a dimension equal to unity. However, it is also well known that these vortices are clustered into regions with possible multi-scaling properties and the scaling of a collection of such vortices is not necessarily obvious. Conversely, high dissipation events are often thought to be distributed along sheets, although again these may have complex spatial structure not necessarily leading to a dimension of two. Once the set is identified, we then compute its two-point correlation function and seek to identify possible inertial-range power-law decay of the tails of the correlation functions. We also perform a direct box-counting analysis of these sets to establish whether direct fractal scaling can be identified in the inertial range of turbulence.
Furthermore, we extend the analysis to the geometry of sets where both dissipation and enstrophy take on certain values. A "joint multifractal" formalism was introduced previously [29] , but was also based on scaling of joint moments rather than directly based on possible fractal scaling of the geometric objects that arise from joint distributions of enstrophy and dissipation. Besides enstrophy and dissipation, we also explore the spatial structure of sets formed by two velocity gradient invariants Q and R, observables that have elicited considerable interest in recent years [30] . The dataset to be considered for this analysis is isotropic turbulence at a Taylor-scale Reynolds number of Re λ ≈ 433 obtained from DNS of forced Navier-Stokes equations [31] . We first define the variables of interest and then apply the analysis to the various quantities and joint distributions.
II. DEFINITIONS AND DATA SET
The typical observables we are interested in are scalar quantities derived from the velocity gradient tensor ∇u. These scalar fields describe the rate of rotation (based on the antisymmetric part of ∇u) and the rate of fluid material deformation (via the symmetric part of ∇u). Specifically, the two scalar fields that will be considered are defined according to
Note that the dissipation is given by (x) = 2νS 2 (x), where ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity. Hence we refer to S 2 as the dissipation henceforth. A significant number of prior studies have focused on dissipation and enstrophy such as [32] [33] [34] [35] , also, other observables of interest are two scalar invariants of the velocity gradient tensor, called Q and R, defined by equations below:
In the flow, the above observables assume a range of values, with S 2 , ω 2 /2 being non-negative while Q, R can be both positive or negative. Excursion sets are the set of points x where such observables are above (or below) a certain threshold, for example ω 2 /2 > χ (χ will denote the threshold). We analyze the indicator function Θ χ (x) of the set of points which satisfy the stated condition. Given a set of interest associated with a threshold χ, we define its indicator function according to Θ χ (x) = 1, if x ∈ set of interest associated with threshold χ 0, otherwise
An analogous definition can be made for 'interval-based' sets, for example, we can define the region where enstrophy assumes values between χ − and χ + , i.e. χ − < ω 2 /2 < χ + . From here on, the latter regions will also be referred to as 'iso-sets', when χ − and χ + are very close in value (small bin).
Various statistical features of these sets can be used to characterize their spatial distribution. We are especially interested in the two-point structure of these sets and thus focus on the correlation function of Θ χ (x) defined as:
where the average is understood as a spatial average over positions x when applied to statistically homogeneous flows. Note that we are not subtracting the averages of the indicator function (i.e. we do not define fluctuations of the indicator function but leave it as 0's and 1's).
In isotropic turbulence the more compact quantity is the angular average of the 3D correlation function:
i.e. the normalized, radial correlation function. Phenomenologically, one may expect power-law decaying behavior C χ (r) ∼ K χ r −γχ for r in the inertial range due to the expected self-similar behavior of turbulence in that range of scales. The power law exponent γ χ is expected, however, to depend on the threshold. Writing the expected scaling behavior with its dimensional dependencies and a possibly Reynolds number and quantity-dependent prefactor K χ , we write:
where η is the Kolmogorov scale and L the integral scale of the flow. The scaling exponent γ χ is expected to be positive, consistent with a decay of the correlation at increasing distance. A more geometric interpretation of the exponent γ χ can be invoked by recalling that the correlation dimension D is defined based on the scaling of the correlation function according to C χ (r) ∼ r D−E [36] where E is the dimensionality of the embedding space (here E = 3). Thus the dimension corresponding to a correlation decay exponent γ χ is
For this work, we chose to perform our analysis on a snapshot from the Johns Hopkins Turbulence Database. The data comes from a DNS of forced isotropic turbulence performance on a 1024 3 periodic grid, using a pseudo-spetral parallel code. The attained Taylor-scale based Reynolds number is Re λ ≈ 433 time averaged over the database time period, and Re λ ≈ 426 for the specific timestep used in the present analysis (t = 0.0). The domain is a periodic cube of size [0, 2π] 3 , in which the data frames were stored after the simulation reached a statistically stationary state. Additional details of the dataset can be found in [31, 37] . In order to establish the scaling range corresponding to the turbulence inertial range for comparison with present results we evaluate the longitudinal structure function as an average over the three Cartesian directions:
where e i is the unit vector in the direction of the velocity component u i , and u
i is the square of the RMS velocity.
In order to evaluate enstrophy and dissipation, the velocity gradients are calculated with spectral accuracy using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). For our present analysis we did not use the databases' finite differencing or Spline differencing tools since these are less accurate compared to spectral methods that were also used during the DNS. As further explained in Appendix A, the analysis was done on a server near the database using notebooks provided by a dedicated compute environment (the SciServer system). For differentiation, a 3D FFT operation is applied to the velocity field to obtain the velocity field in Fourier space, then the components are multiplied by the respective wavenumbers (ik j ) to obtain the velocity gradient in the x j direction. Finally the inverse FFT is applied to obtain the velocity gradients in physical space. This allows us to obtain A ij = ∂ j u i data from the velocity field u. The observables we are interested in (dissipation S 2 , enstrophy ω 2 /2, Q and R) are then computed in physical space. To compute the correlation functions efficiently in 3D, a 3D FFT is applied to Θ χ (x) over the 1024 3 datacube, yieldingΘ χ (k) in Fourier space. ToΘ χΘ * χ is then applied the inverse Fourier transform, resulting in C(r), which is the full 3D two-point correlation function. The radial integration is done by evaluating a histogram based on the radial |r| 2 values computed over the resulting grid. This effectively performs the angular average by dividing the weighted average of the two-point correlation and the base |r| 2 histogram. More details are provided in Appendix A.
III. EXCURSION SET ANALYSIS
The excursion set indicator function for a given scalar field A, like enstrophy A = ω 2 /2 or dissipation A = S 2 , is defined as:
where χ is the threshold applied on the scalar A. We begin by considering enstrophy excursion sets. Figure 1 shows a volume rendering of the scalar function corresponding to enstrophy above the threshold χ = 20 S 2 , given by
. Note for consistency all threshold values are indicated as multiples of S 2 which is equally relevant to enstrophy here since in isotropic turbulence S 2 = 1 2 ω 2 . As can be seen in Fig. 1(a) , this set has a very rich structure with familiar elongated strong vortices visible. ing the YT-project python visualization library [38] .
As a comparison, we also present in figure 1(b) the visualization of the dissipation field for the same threshold, i.e.
, which provides us with some useful insights. The most striking feature is that the overall geometric distribution of high intensity regions for dissipation closely follows the ones for high enstrophy, though the smaller scale details differ. The second feature is that at smallscales dissipation appears to be less 1-D like and more sheet like, but that when viewed at larger scales, in comparison to its enstrophy counterpart. As will be seen, this fact will be visible also quantitatively in the correlation function results.
A. Correlation function based scaling
The radial two-point correlation function of the enstrophy excursion set corresponding to χ = 20 S 2 is plotted in log-log axes in figure 2(a). A power-law tail is clearly visible over about a decade, between 42.5 η < r < 425 η. This range corresponds, roughly, to inertial range of the studied dataset. For direct comparison, we computed the second-order structure functions for the dataset, as shown in figure 2(b). The structure function has a scaling exponent of about ξ 2 = 0.68 which is the known value (slightly above the K41 value of 2/3 due to intermittency, [1] ). These plots allow us to compare the quality and range of the power-laws found in both observables. The most important fact to notice is that the range where the two-point correlation function exhibits a near power-law behavior (the interval 42.5 η < r < 425 η) is the same as in the structure function. A similar behavior will be observed for all the excursion, iso-sets, and joint distribution sets studied in this work.
The scaling exponent observed, in figure 2 for the enstrophy excursion set at the given threshold is about γ χ ≈ 0.766, implying a "correlation dimension" of about D(χ) ≈ 2.234. Thus, while the topology of each individual vortex structure is visibly more one-dimensional, as a set its two-point structure is significantly more "space filling" with a correlation structure that decays more slowly on average than a collection of isolated vortices. nd -order structure function with C1 = 2.0 (the small difference with the leading coefficient that is usually closer to C1 ≈ 2.1 can be attributed to statistical convergence since we are only using a single snapshot).
It is important to note that correlation functions were evaluated for the indicator function distribution directly (i.e. a field of ones and zeros), and not the "fluctuation" of the indicator function away from its spatial mean which would include negative values by necessity. We also tried to perform calculations on the subtracted version of the correlation function, but the resulting correlation functions do not present as clear a power-law behavior in the inertial range as the one without subtracting the mean. One plausibility argument for this observation is that the correlation function without subtracting the mean more readily corresponds to the definition of the mass dimension in which the mass in spheres of radius r is evaluated, and scaling with distance r is used to define the mass dimension [36] B. Box-counting based dimensions
As an independent measure of fractal dimension for the excursion sets we can also compute the boxcounting dimension and the box-counting based correlation dimension. The box-counting procedure for evaluating both of these dimensions is based on a set of cubes B r,k of size r and location identified by indices
The scaling of N r , the number of boxes needed to cover the set, and of k µ χ (B r,k ) 2 is used to define the box-counting dimension and the box-counting based correlation dimension, respectively. We thus compute
as well as
The behavior N r ∼ (r/η) −D0 defines the box-counting dimension D 0 , and M 2 (r) ∼ (r/η) D2 defines the box-counting based correlation dimension, D 2 [13, 39] .
The implementation of the box-counting dimension is done as follows: The positions of all points in the set are histogrammed using the cubic box boundaries as the bins boundaries. For each bin with non-zero count, the bin was normalized to 1, and all other bins are left to 0. The resulting histogram is summed, yielding the number of boxes that intersect the set of interest, N r . The box size r ranges between 4.25 η and 850 η. For the box-counting based correlation dimension, the computation is similar, but instead of normalizing the resulting count, we compute the sum of the bin values squared, which amounts to the µ χ (B r,k ) 2 calculation. The results for the box-counting dimension can be seen in Fig. 3(a) and the box-counting based correlation dimension plot is presented in Fig. 3(b) . The most notable feature of both plots is the lack of an inertial range scaling behavior, in contrast with the structure function and the correlation dimension for the same set, Fig. 2(a) . One can discern a scaling at small scales r < 20η in Fig. 3(a) with a slope near -1 which implies D 0 ∼ 1, i.e. 1-D objects, not unexpected for vortices at the viscous scales. However, no scaling is observed in the inertial range with smooth curving towards a slope of -3 (space-filling) at larger scales r > 200η approaching the integral scale. Similar conclusions are reached from the plots in Fig. 3(b) . Hence, no inertial-range power-law scaling is found for the box-counting approach applied to the excursion set of enstrophy. We have verified that the same is true for dissipation and all other variables considered in this paper (not shown but some limited results will be shown later). Hence, we focus our further analysis on the correlation-function based analysis and scaling. We have tested that the correlation and box-counting algorithms yield correct results based on a 3D fractal set of known dimension (the Menger sponge), as summarized in Appendix B. 
C. Dependence on threshold, and dissipation-based excursion sets
In this section we examine the correlation function scaling as a function of threshold and also present a similar analysis for the dissipation S 2 . To place the thresholds in proper context, in figure (4) we present the probability density function (PDF) for both enstrophy and dissipation, together with their joint PDF, for the dataset we used. Varying the threshold χ we can probe different intensities of events, therefore different sectors of the PDFs. We present, in figure (5), the results for the correlation functions for several thresholds, ranging from χ = 1 S 2 to χ = 50 S 2 , for both enstrophy (see Figs. 5(a,b) ) and for dissipation (Fig. 5(c,d) ).
Clearly all correlation functions shown in Figure 5 present power-law behavior within the inertial range regardless of the observable probed and the value of the threshold. As expected, the correlation dimension has a monotonically decreasing behavior as a function of the threshold, indicating that high intensity sets become less and less space filling.
Comparing the values presented in Figures 5(a,c) 
This behavior is, initially, counterintuitive due to the expectation that enstrophy should be distributed along tubes, i.e. elongated one-dimensional sets, while dissipation should be distributed along sheets. This behavior is expected on the smallest, viscous, scales but does not seem not to be reflected in the inertial range behaviour, at least not in the correlation function scaling. The dashed blue line is the same PDF computed using a different analysis program for this same dataset as reported in Ref. [40] . (c) Enstrophy and Dissipation Joint-PDF. A similar joint PDF can be found in reference [41] .
Another feature visible in by Fig. 1 is that enstrophy and strainrate are quite highly correlated, which can also be infered from the overall shape of the joint PDF shown in Fig. (4)(c) . Quantitatively, we confirmed this by computing the correlation coefficients as follows:
The non-negligible correlation between enstrophy and dissipation has been noted before, see, e.g. [33] [34] [35] . For comparison we present, in Figure 6 , the box-counting dimension for these same sets, based on thresholding enstrophy and dissipation. They present the same features as in figure 3(a,b) . At the smallest scales we can see that most high-enstrophy sets approach a slope of -1 but very high thresholds lead to even shallower (smaller-in-magnitude) slopes, consistent with broken up, less coherent vortex events. For the dissipation structures, at small scales we see a range of slopes slopes between -2 for intermediate thresholds (consistent with sheets) but also decreasing continuously towards -1 and lower for higher thresholds. For the larger scales we notice again that all excursion sets saturate the box-counting to a slope of ∼ −3 due to the homogeneity (space-fillingness) of the turbulence structures at the largest scales.
The lack of scaling of the box-counting results in the inertial range makes connection of the correlation function based exponent D(χ) = 3 − γ χ with a fractal dimension not as clear as one would hope. Therefore, while from here on we will refer to D(χ) = 3−γ χ as the correlation dimension, we must keep these limitations in mind. 
IV. INTERVAL-BASED (ISO) SETS
An interesting alternative to considering excursion sets is to compute interval-based sets, which corresponds to the sets in which the observable is between χ − and χ + , a lower and a upper threshold respectively. These sets are defined according to
They correspond to subsets of the excursion set near the lowest threshold, i.e. near the iso-threshold set bounding the excursion set. In fact this procedure yields a good approximation for an "iso-set' when (χ + − χ − )/χ − 1. We compute the two-point correlation function using χ − varying in the same set as the thresholds of the previous section, and χ + = 1.05χ − = (1 + ∆)χ − , which roughly corresponds to a thin shell of the inner boundary of the excursion set of threshold χ − . We prefer a multiplicative, rather than additive, relationship between χ + and χ − because it amounts to equally sized logarithmic bins. We also refer to these "interval-based" sets as "shells" sets.
The results of this analysis are presented in figure 7 (a,b) for enstrophy and in figures 7(c,d) for dissipation. As is visible, the resulting two-point correlations also present robust power-law scaling in the same inertial range as the previous excursion set correlation functions. In order to establish the robustness of results with regards to the "thickness" of the band of thresholds defining the bin for the iso-set, we computed correlation functions for shells of varying thickness with base threshold χ − = 20 S To exemplify the difference in behavior between excursion sets and interval-based sets correlation functions, we computed both types of sets for the lower threshold at 20 S 2 in both cases. One observes that they differ, mostly, on the small r region, which is an imprint of the fact that shell-based sets have a "hollow" shape compared to the excursion sets. The absolute value of the normalized correlation function is lower for shells than for the respective excursion sets, due to lower volume fraction, as expected. The correlation slope is flatter, having a higher compensated exponent (i.e. more "space-filling").
In order to present the complete information of scaling exponents as function of threshold we present D(χ) = 3 − γ χ as function of threshold corresponding to logarithmically spaced bins. The computation is done for both enstrophy and dissipation shell sets. Overall both observables present the same qualitative behavior, but enstrophy consistently shows a higher correlation-based dimension. Prior results [29] have shown that enstrophy is "more intermittent" than dissipation and thus the present results may appear to be counterintuitive, as mentioned before in section III. Present results show is that the decay of spatial correlation is slower with distance for the high enstrophy region as compared to the high dissipation regions which must be more "broken up" and less coherent, consistent with what is seen in the visualization, Fig.  1(b) . We conjecture that the slow correlation decay reflects the underling highly elongated structure of high vorticity regions, which is not the same for most of the other observables.
V. JOINT ISO-SET ANALYSIS
As done for a single scalar, it is possible to define joint excursion sets for both enstrophy ω 2 /2 and dissipation S 2 = S ij S ij , according to:
The radial correlation function of these sets are computed following the same approach as in the previous section ( §III). Representative results are shown in figures 9(a,b) . We observe the same overall power-law behavior seen in the single excursion sets, in the same range of length-scales corresponding to the inertial range. Similarly, we can define joint interval-based sets according to
For very small spacings ∆, there might be numerical and statistical problems due to the very small number of points on a finite dataset. Therefore, the map of the joint 2-point correlation function is only accurate for the center most region, away from the skirt of the joint probability distribution function, in figure (10).
Though not shown here, we also performed sensitivity analysis to the bin size, analogously to the presented in figure 7(c,f) , and similar results were obtained. One feature we observe in figure (10) is the presence of an inverted/rotated "L-shaped" region of constant dimension, indicating a near independence of the geometrical distribution of one of the observables. This indicates that the regions with either average enstrophy or dissipation are dominated by space-filling geometry, irrespective of the value of the other quantity within those regions. As regions of very high or very low enstrophy and dissipation are probed, we observe lower and lower correlation dimension D(χ ω , χ ) = 3−γ χω,χ , as expected. The lowest observed compensated exponent on the probed region is around D(χ ω , χ ) ≈ 1.2 . Considering the values along the diagonal where
, we can approximate the joint distribution only in terms of this function, i.e.
This approximation reproduces the L-shaped pattern quite well (not shown), suggesting that any Q = 0 regions have, to a first approximation, the dimension associated with the Q = 0 hull for the component with the highest intensity, of either S 2 or ω 2 /2.
VI. SCALING ANALYSIS OF SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF INVARIANTS Q AND R:
Following the work done in the previous sections, we seek to probe the geometrical structure of the observables Q and R defined in equation (4) . Since both quantities are signed, we computed their PDFs as function of thresholds in linear instead of logarithmic scale. First, we present the PDFs of both quantities, in Fig. 13(a,b) , and the joint PDF of Q and R in Fig 13(c) . We notice the characteristic tear-drop shape in the joint PDF, with the right-most region following the so called Vieillefosse tail as Q = − 3 2 3/2 R 2/3 . More details can be found in Refs. [42] [43] [44] [45] .
The quantities in Fig. 13(a,b) where ploted on inverse hyperbolic sine (asinh) axis. The asymptotic behavior of asinh for large values is to approach log, while being linear close to the origin. These features allow us to have a reasonably undistorted view of the PDF near the origin, and also verify if there is any power law behavior on the tails of the PDF, for either positive or negative values of the quantities of interest. In this case it appears that no power-law behavior is visible in the tails of the PDFs of Q and R, on either positive or negative sides.
Before proceeding to analyze the spatial correlation functions of the corresponding shell sets, it is useful to present visualizations of the Q and R scalar fields. In figure 11 we observe that the overall, middle and large scale spatial distribution strongly resembles the ones present earlier in figure 1 , especially comparing Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 11(b) . This resemblance is expected since Q > 0 thresholds are often used as vortex visualizations (the Q-criterion [46] ). Negative Q regions are more correlated with high straining region, again as expected based on the identity Q = ω 2 /2 − S 2 .
(a) (b) Visualizations of spatial distributions of the scalar R are less common in the literature (although see discussion in Ref. [47] ). Interestingly, we observe that negative R, in figure 12(a) , include slightly more elongated structures than the positive R distributions, Fig. 12(b) . Hence, the regions in which both Q and R show elongated structures are in the upper-left quadrant of the RQ plane, the vortex stretching quadrant.
To quantify the spatial correlation structure, the correlation functions of interval-sets are computed as before, for various thresholds of Q and R. Similarly to what is observed for enstrophy and dissipation, we find clear power-laws in the two-point correlation functions associated with the iso-sets of Q and R, as exemplified in figure 14(a) .
The measured correlation dimensions, as a function of the threshold χ, are presented in figure Fig. (14b) . The basic behavior of the correlation dimension mimics the PDF of the corresponding observable, as can be seen comparing 13(a,b) and 14(b). For the analysis of joint Q and R sets, we present some representative log-log plots in Fig. 15(a,b) , which showcase that the correlation function presents power-law behavior for these sets as well. The full joint correlation dimension distribution is presented in Fig. 16 . The most striking feature of Fig. (16) is the top-bottom asymmetry of the Q > 0 and Q < 0 regions for the correlation-based dimension. The dimension is clearly larger in the rotation dominated regions at Q > 0. This is consistent with the fact that, for the same threshold, correlation dimensions associated with enstrophy iso-sets are higher than dissipation iso-sets (Fig. 8(b) ). Clearly the geometric features of the joint distribution differs from the joint PDF in Fig. 13(c) . That is to say, regions with high PDF need not have higher (more space-filling) correlation-based dimension.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed a turbulence dataset from DNS at a moderately high Reynolds number, with the specific aim to identify scaling laws characterizing the spatial distribution of phenomena of various magnitudes. Both excursion sets and iso-sets (thin bands) have been considered for the enstrophy, dissipation (or square-strainrate), and the two invariants Q and R. The variable Q has also often been used for flow visualization and high positive values of Q can be used to identify vortices. The spatial distributions are first defined using an indicator function and the radial correlation function of the indicator function distribution is evaluated. In all cases we find clear power-law decay in these correlations for separation distances falling within the inertial range of turbulence. The scaling range is insensitive to the thresholds and variable of interest. We confirmed this is the same scaling range characterizing power-law scaling of the traditional velocity structure function.
Even though the correlation functions present power-law in the inertial range, no such power-law behavior is observed in box-counting and box-counting based correlation dimension computations. Thus the interpretation of the correlation-function based exponents D(χ) = 3 − γ as a "dimension" must be considered with care. Consistent with the definition of a dimension, for thresholds near the mean value, space fillingness is observed with the exponent saturating at 3. For higher (or lower) thresholds, this correlation dimension reduces to lower values.
We also observe some surprising trends, such as a lower correlation-function based dimension for strong dissipation events compared to strong enstrophy events. It is likely that this is caused by the elongated nature of vortices causing coherence in space over longer distances on average as compared to regions of high dissipation. We also show that sets defined by joint conditions on strain and enstrophy, and on Q and R, also display power law scaling in the correlation functions, providing further characterization of the complex spatial structure of the intersections of these sets.
The inertial range power-law behavior of correlation functions associated with quantities in the viscous range (dissipation, enstrophy, Q and R) of a wide range of thresholds provides further evidence of geometric self similarity of flow properties in the inertial range Overall, this work shows an alternate route to study multifractal behavior of turbulence, in which geometrical information is probed explicitly by using correlation functions of indicator functions. It is not yet immediately clear how to naturally connect the results of the present work with the traditional multi-fractal formalism, which is based on the scaling of statistical high-order moments of the box-averaged flow quantities over regions of different sizes. Specifically, it is not clear how to associate the threshold χ to the parameters α or h used in the multifractal formalism.
Further followup work should develop such correspondences, as well as examine the scaling for different (higher) Reynolds numbers. Also, extensions to non-isotropic shear flows, in which the correlation functions may decay differently in different directions, would be of interest.
Apendix B: Tests of correlation and box-counting on known fractal sets in 3D: Menger Sponge
In order to validate our techniques and present a known reference for the scaling tools utilized in this work, we present here the results of the correlation-function and box-counting based analysis for a known self-similar fractal (the Menger Sponge). The Menger Sponge is generated through an iterative process, in which the central 1/3 sized sub-cube on each of the 6 sides and the core of the mother cube are deleted. This process is repeated iteratively for each remaining sub-cube. In our tests, we use a level 5 Menger sponge, i.e. the 5th iteration of removal as shown in figure 18(a) . The set indicator function is computed over the same N 3 = 1024 3 used for the dataset of this work, in which the removed regions are set to 0, and the rest is set to 1 (on elements of scale 1024/3 5 ∼ 4). Over this indicator function, we compute the two-point correlation function just as in section II, which results in figure (18b). The power-law behavior is affected at large and small scales due to the cubic symmetry of the set being analyzed via spherical bins of distances. Still, there is clearly a power-law in a central decade in figure 18 (b) with a slope consistent with a correlation-function based dimension of 3−γ = log 20/log 3, the Haussdorff dimension of the Menger sponge. Analogously, we computed the box-counting graph for the same indicator function. Since the box-counting method is consistent with the artificial fractal set's construction, one obtains a clearer power law, as seen in figure 18(c) . Again, the slope is consistent with the Haussdorff dimension. These tests verify our method of computing correlation function and box-counting based scaling exponents.
